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184. General Specifications for Steel Highway Bridges and Viaducts.* The following specifications have been adopted for highway bridges and viaducts by the American Bridge Company, they having been drawn by Vice-President"C. C. Schneider, member American Society Civil Engineers. They will give structures from 20 to 25 per cent, heavier than those heretofore commonly erected for such purposes. The requirements provide for a most excellent shop practice without greatly increasing the cost, provided the shop is properly eguipped with modern machine tools. It will be noted that a class of structures is provided for which is intended to cover all ordinary demands. The tables given at the end of this specification will be found especially valuable in preparing -designs.
GENERAL DESCRIPTION.
1.    Bridges under these specifications are di- Classification, vided into six classes, viz:
Class A.—For city traffic.
Class B.—For suburban or interurban traffic
with heavy electric cars. Class C.—For country roads with light electric
cars or heavy highway traffic. Class D.—For   country   roads   with   ordinary
highway traffic. Class Ei.—For   heavy   electric -street   railways
only. Class E2.—For light electric street railways only.
2.    All structures to be of rolled steel, except the Material. flooring and wheel-guards of Classes A, B, C, Ei
and £2, and the stringers, flooring and wheel-guards * of Class D, which may be of timber.    Cast iron or cast steel will be permitted only in machinery of movable bridges and in special cases for shoes and bearings.
3.    The following types of bridges are recom- Type of mended:                                                                      Bridges.
For spans up to 25 feet.—Rolled beams.
For spans from 25 to 40 feet.—Rolled beams or plate girders.                                                                                    :
For spans from 40 to 80 feet.—Plate or lattice girders;
For spans from 80 to 140 feet.—Lattice girders.
*For specification for Steel Railroad Bridges, see Art. 185, p 459.

